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Abstract:
Very intense neutrino beams and large neutrino detectors will be needed in order to
enable the discovery of CP violation in the leptonic sector. We propose to use the proton
linac of the European Spallation Source currently under construction in Lund, Sweden to
deliver, in parallel with the spallation neutron production, a very intense, cost effective
and high performance neutrino beam. The baseline program for the European Spallation
Source linac is that it will be fully operational at 5 MW average power by 2022, producing
2 GeV 2.86 ms long proton pulses at a rate of 14 Hz. Our proposal is to upgrade the linac
to 10 MW average power and 28 Hz, producing 14 pulses/s for neutron production and
14 pulses/s for neutrino production. Furthermore, because of the high current required in
the pulsed neutrino horn, the length of the pulses used for neutrino production needs to be
compressed to a few µs with the aid of an accumulator ring. A long baseline experiment
using this Super Beam and a megaton underground Water Cherenkov detector located
in existing mines 300–600 km from Lund will make it possible to discover leptonic CP
violation at 5 σ significance level in up to 50% of the leptonic Dirac CP–violating phase
range. This experiment could also determine the neutrino mass hierarchy at a significance
level of more than 3 σ if this issue will not already have been settled by other experiments
by then. The mass hierarchy performance could be increased by combining the neutrino
beam results with those obtained from atmospheric neutrinos detected by the same large
volume detector. This detector will also be used to measure the proton lifetime, detect
cosmological neutrinos and neutrinos from supernova explosions. Results on the sensitivity
to leptonic CP violation and the neutrino mass hierarchy are presented.
Keywords: neutrino, Super Beam, Water Cherenkov detector, leptonic CP violation,
ESS, ESSnuSB
1 Introduction
2012 was an important year for neutrino physics as the last unknown leptonic mixing
angle θ13 was measured and found to be, not only different from zero, but also saturating
previous bounds [1–4]. This opens the door to the experimental observation of possible
CP violation in the leptonic sector using classical neutrino beams, an observation that
will have important cosmological implications. CP violation is a necessary ingredient to
generate the observed matter dominance in the universe and it has been shown that the
measured amount of CP violation in the quark sector is not enough to account for it [5, 6].
Previous feasibility studies of experiments, which were aimed at being able to measure
as low as possible values of θ13 now have to readjust their parameters to optimize their
performance for CP violation and mass hierarchy measurements given the measured large
θ13 value. Moreover, a value of large θ13 enhances the physics performance of experiments
with the detector placed at the second oscillation maximum as compared to those with the
detector placed at the first oscillation maximum [7].
The ESSνSB (standing for European Spallation Source Neutrino Super Beam) project
succeeds the studies made by the FP7 Design Study EUROν [8–10], regarding future neu-
trino facilities, in particular the study made of the CERN based Superconducting Proton
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Linac (SPL) [11, 12] (4.5 GeV protons, 4 MW) Super Beam and the MEMPHYS [13, 14]
large Water Cherenkov detector in the Fre´jus tunnel located at the first neutrino oscillation
maximum (130 km). ESSνSB [15] proposes to study a Super Beam, which uses the high
power linac of the European Spallation Source (ESS) [16] at Lund in Sweden as proton
driver and with a MEMPHYS type detector located in a deep mine at a distance between
300 km to 600 km distance, near the second neutrino oscillation maximum. This proposal
is similar to the SPL based Super Beam proposal which is used as reference.
The ESSνSB presents many synergies with the ESS primary purpose, which is the
production and use of spallation neutrons. The proposal is to use the ESS proton driver
(2.0 GeV protons, 5 MW) simultaneously for the two applications with no reduction in
the spallation neutron production, thus decreasing considerably the cost of the proposed
project as compared to constructing a dedicated proton driver. In a second stage, the
Neutrino Factory (NF) [17], considered as the ultimate neutrino facility, could make use of
this proton driver. The 2.86 ms long pulses of the ESS linac would need to be reduced to
a few µs long pulses allowing a limitation of the length of the very high current pulse in
the hadronic collector (horn) producing severe heat dissipation problems. In order to do
so, H− ions have to be accelerated in the linac and injected in a proton accumulator ring
to be designed for this application. Detailed studies will be made of the modifications of
the ESS proton linac required to allow simultaneous acceleration of H+ and H− ions at an
average power of 5+5 MW. In particular, it is important to identify modifications that can
be made without high cost already in the build–up stage of the linac so as to facilitate and
reduce the cost of the overall linac modification in case this modification would have to be
made only after the completion of the linac.
A considerable fraction of the future spallation neutron users at ESS are also in need
of short pulses and the costs of the H− beam and the accumulator ring could therefore be
shared. This highly synergetic beam and ring will be extensively studied in this project
with the aim to design a common facility satisfying the requirements for both the short
pulsed neutron measurements and the neutrino measurements.
The EUROν studies identified some key elements of the SPL Super Beam for which
further R&D would be necessary like the proton target, the hadron collector and the
collector pulse generator. The corresponding items for the ESS based neutrino project will
be studied to prove their feasibility.
An important part of the study is to evaluate through simulations the optimal distance
of the detector from the neutrino source. Once the result of this optimization has been
made, the mine in Sweden that is at a distance closest to the optimum will be investigated
in detail with regard to where in the mine to excavate the MEMPHYS underground halls
and what shape and methods of construction should be chosen for the halls. ESSνSB will
profit from the studies already performed in the framework of the FP7 LAGUNA Design
Study [18].
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2 The ESS Facility
ESS will be a major user facility providing slow neutrons for research laboratories and
industry. A first proton beam for neutron production will be delivered at reduced energy
and power by 2019. A proton beam of the full design power 5 MW and energy 2.0 GeV will
be delivered by 2022. There will be 14 pulses of 62.5 mA current and 2.86 ms length per
second. ESS is supported by the European Strategy Forum for Research Infrastructures
(ESFRI).
Protons will be sent to a rotating tungsten target. The generated neutrons will be
detected by 22 neutron scattering research instruments. The annual operation period will
be 5000 hours (208 days, 1.8× 107 sec). In table 1 the main ESS parameters are given.
Table 1. Main ESS facility parameters concerning the proton beam.
Parameter Value
Average beam power 5 MW
Proton kinetic energy 2.0 GeV
Average macro–pulse current 62.5 mA
Macro–pulse length 2.86 ms
Pulse repetition rate 14 Hz
Maximum accelerating cavity surface field 45 MV/m
Maximum linac length (excluding contingency and upgrade space) 352.5 m
Annual operating period 5000 h
Reliability 95%
In order for the ESS to be used to generate a neutrino beam in parallel with the
spallation neutrons, some modifications of the proton linac are necessary. The current
generating the magnetic field in the magnetic horn that focuses the produced hadrons
downstream of the target needs to be so high that maintaining it for more than a few
microseconds would lead to excessive heating of the current conductor. To focus all of the
produced hadrons, the proton beam pulse must not be longer than the flat part of the
current pulse in the horn. The proton pulse length in the linac of 2.86 ms can be reduced
to 1.5 µs by multiturn injecting of the 2.86 ms proton pulse into a 426 m circumference
accumulator ring and then eject the stored protons in one turn. Due to the difficulty to
inject protons in the accumulator while a large amount of protons is already circulating in
it, H− ions, instead of protons (H+), need to be accelerated in the linac. The H− ions will
be stripped of their two electrons using a laser beam at the position where the linac beam
enters the accumulator ring. The currently planned ESS linac (Fig. 1) gives an excellent
opportunity to provide, simultaneously with proton acceleration for spallation neutron
production, H− ion acceleration for the production of a uniquely high intensity neutrino
beam, thus allowing for a new generation of neutrino beam experiments. An important
boundary condition is that the operation of the linac for neutrino beam production needs to
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be such that it does not in any respect downgrade the ESS capacity for spallation neutron
production.
Spokes Medium β High β DTLMEBTRFQLEBTSource HEBT & Contingency Target
2.4 m 4.5 m 3.6 m 40 m 54 m 75 m 174 m
75 keV 3.6 MeV 90 MeV 220 MeV 570 MeV 2000 MeV
352.21 MHz 704.42 MHz
Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the 2.0 GeV proton linear accelerator of the European Spallation
Source. Empty space for future upgrades is left at the end of the linac.
3 The ESS Linac Modifications
As already mentioned, the current design of the ESS linac will make possible the acceler-
ation of 2.86 ms long 62.5 mA proton pulses to 2.0 GeV at 14 Hz. The proposed plan for
simultaneous H− acceleration is to have one 2.86 ms long 62.5 mA H− pulse accelerated in
the 71.4 ms long gap between the proton (H+) pulses, requiring the linac pulse frequency
of 14 Hz to be raised to 28 Hz. The radiofrequency (RF) is 352.2 MHz in the first low
energy spoke cavity section of the ESS linac and 704.4 MHz in the second high–energy
elliptical cavity section. This implies that the RF phase of the second section would have
to be dynamically shifted back and forth between the H+ and H− pulses.
An H− source will have to be added to the H+ source. The optimum position along
the linac at which the beams from the two sources are combined will be studied. A
duplication of the very low energy part of the linac will be needed probably up to some
point downstream of the Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ).
The whole acceleration process of the H− beam will be studied using simulations.
Mechanisms possibly responsible for the emittance blow–up of the beams will be evaluated.
Blow–up is more critical for the H− beam, since it has to be injected in an accumulator
ring, than for the H+ beam, which will only have to be directed towards a spallation target.
Another phenomenon that will be studied is the stripping of the H− ions. Possible
Lorentz stripping of the H− ions which may occur in the fields of the magnets has to be
studied, in particular in the H− beam switching to the accumulator and the injection into
the accumulator before the laser stripping. H− ions can also lose their electrons in collisions
with residual gas and with blackbody photons, and by the so–called intrabeam stripping
first observed at LEAR [19] and identified as the primary source of beam losses at SNS
(Spallation Neutron Source, USA) [20, 21].
To avoid beam spillage at the injection into the ring and during RF capture, one
needs to introduce a gap in the train of bunches using a high–speed chopper. Because of
this chopping, the H− beam pulse will have spectral components within a few 10 MHz
of the nominal frequencies and the generated harmonics may excite Higher Order Modes
(HOMs) in the accelerating cavities. These HOMs will be simulated in detail to determine
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an acceptable chopping scheme. A careful collimation and shielding design, based on
simulations, will be made with the aim to minimize beam losses.
The average power of the linac will have to be doubled from 5 MW to 10 MW, requiring
a corresponding doubling of the average output power from the RF sources. The cost for
this doubling will be the dominant cost of the linac modification project. If the power
upgrade can be carried out already during the initial build–up of the linac, modulators,
amplifiers and power transfer equipment need to be designed for the doubled average power
of the linac. If the power upgrade will have to wait to a later stage, the original RF power
sources can either be made such that they can, at this later stage, be upgraded to twice the
average power or the power sources would have to be doubled in number. For the latter
option it is important that there be enough free space available at the side of the linac to
house the new power sources and technical services.
The effect of doubling the average linac power on the cooling of the cavities, of the
power couplers and of the cryo–modules, will be studied. A prototype 352 MHz spoke cavity
for the ESS linac will be tested at Uppsala University in Sweden already as from July 2014
in a cryostat at 14 Hz pulse frequency and at the full instantaneous power required for ESS
proton acceleration, which is 350 kW. As source for the 352 MHz power both a tetrode
amplifier and a solid state amplifier will be tested. As part of the ESSνSB project, the
power supplied will be doubled and the pulse frequency raised to 28 Hz, thus doubling
the average power to the cavity. The influence of this higher power on the operation of
the cavity and on the capacity to cool the cavity itself and, in particular, its RF coupler
will be studied. As to the 704 MHz modulator and klystron power source planned for the
medium beta section of the linac it will be possible to order a prototype of a so–called
variable charging–rate modulator which will allow tests at 28 Hz pulse frequency. As to
the technology planned for the RF source of the high beta section of the linac, the current
plan is to investigate the possibility of using Inductive Output Tubes. The way to increase
their pulse frequency to 28 Hz will also be studied.
4 The Accumulator Ring
As already explained it will be important to have as short as possible neutrino pulses in
order to minimize the duration of the current pulses sent to the hadron collector. In this
way, the background from cosmic rays in the large MEMPHYS detector, already low due
to the depth (∼1000 m) of the detector location, is reduced too.
A first study of a 318 m circumference accumulator ring to compress the pulses has
already been made in the EUROν Super Beam project. This study will be continued
in ESSνSB. Each pulse from the ESS linac will contain 1.1 × 1015 protons, which for a
normalized beam emittance (95%) of 100-mm-mrad in the ring by multi-turn injection
(the emittance from the linac should be in the order of a few mm-mrad) will lead to the
very large space–charge tune–shift of about 0.75. A way to reduce the tune shift is to
divide the ring up on 4 superposed rings located in the same tunnel, each ring receiving
1/4 of the bunches during the multi–turn injection. This will lead to a reduction of the
tune shift to the level of around 0.2, which is acceptable for the 2.86 ms storage time.
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There has to be enough space between the bunches in the bunch train from the linac
to permit the beam distribution system to inject from one ring to the next one. Experience
already exists from the CERN PS Booster [22] of using 4 superimposed rings with the aim
to avoid high space charge effects. The lattices and collimators of a single ring accumulator
and of a four rings accumulator will be designed. These designs will be used for simulations
of the accumulation process in which high order momentum compaction factor will be
taken into account, in order to evaluate collective effects and to develop optimization and
correction schemes.
As described in Section 5, four separate targets are needed in order to mitigate the
high power dissipation in the target material. Each of the four beams from the four
accumulator rings will be led to one of the targets. Within EUROν, a beam distribution
system downstream of a single accumulator ring to four target stations has already been
studied [10]. For ESSνSB a similar system will be studied for the distribution of the beam
from the linac to the four rings.
The H− ions will be fully stripped at injection into the accumulator using a laser–
stripping device (foil stripping could not be used as the foils would not resist the high beam
power). As already mentioned, an empty space in the bunch train will be provided in the
linac by chopping the beam regularly according to the circumference of the accumulator
(multi–turn injection). The extraction of the beam from the ring needs a group of kickers
which should have a rise time of not more than 100 ns.
The injection switchyard, the multi–turn injection process, the stripping system, the
extraction system (including kickers and septum magnet) and the system to guide the
beams from the four accelerator rings to the four targets will be developed using simula-
tions.
The possibility to make laser–stripping experimental tests using existing set–ups in
the USA [21, 23] will be investigated. The simulation studies need to include shielding and
collimation studies which should be connected to those done for the linac itself. The beam
instrumentation needed to monitor and steer the beams in the accumulator rings will also
be studied.
The physics performance simulations already show that a somewhat higher proton
energy than 2.0 GeV, like 2.5 GeV or 3.0 GeV, would be advantageous from the physics
point of view. Therefore, the possibilities to use the accumulator to also accelerate the
beam to a higher energy will be investigated. It may be noted that there is about 100 m
empty space in the end of the linac tunnel intended for future energy upgrades allowing to
go up to 3.0 GeV proton kinetic energy by prolonging the linac.
The reduction of the proton pulse duration would also open the door to other types
of neutrino experiments based on the neutron spallation facility. Several such experiments
have been proposed for the SNS facility. One experiment is to use neutrinos produced by
pions and muons decaying at rest in the neutron spallation target for neutrino oscillation
studies. Another is to measure neutrino cross–sections, in particular those interesting for
supernova neutrino measurements. The pi+ decay at rest and subsequent µ+ decay also at
rest leading to the production of νµ, νe and ν¯µ. The neutrinos produced in pion decaying at
rest are mono–energetic (Fig. 2). These neutrinos can be used for high–precision neutrino
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experiments. Multi-purpose experiments are already proposed [24] that will perform a
search for light sterile neutrinos, searches for beyond the Standard Model interactions based
on neutrino oscillations, and provide tests of Standard Model predictions through precision
neutrino cross section measurements. These experiments require the proton pulses to be
no longer than a few µs because of the high background coming from the facility itself
(mainly from radioactivity) or from cosmic rays. The provision of short proton pulses also
makes possible the separation of neutrinos coming from pion decays and those coming from
the subsequent muon decays. At ESS, having about five times proton beam power than
SNS, these experiments would have higher event statistics. Specific proposals for ESS have
been presented at the workshop “Neutrino, Neutron, Nuclear, Medical and Muon Physics
at ESS” held in 2009 [25].
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Figure 2. Typical expected supernova neutrino spectrum for different flavors (solid lines) and SNS
neutrino spectrum (dashed and dotted lines).
It is of significant interest to note that there are spallation neutron users of the ESS
who have expressed a keen interest in having shorter pulses than 2.86 ms. For neutrons,
the optimal pulse length would be of the order of 100 µs. This will significantly enhance
the neutron peak flux compared to the present design [26]. It would not be possible,
for economical reasons, to have an accumulator ring with a circumference large enough
(of order 30 km) to produce such long pulses by single turn extraction. However, using
multiturn extraction much smaller accumulator rings can be used, such as those proposed
for the ESSνSB project. This option has already been discussed within the ESS and the
synergy between the two uses of the accumulator opens the perspective of sharing the
investment and operation costs for the H− beam and the accumulator with the spallation
neutron users.
Finally it may be noted that the powerful proton driver and accumulator based on the
ESS linac as proposed above could possibly, at a later stage, be used for the realization of
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a Neutrino Factory [17], which would allow to substantially enhance the performance for
neutrino measurements.
5 The Target Station
The target station includes the target itself that is hit by the protons leading to the
production of short lived mesons, mainly pions, which decay producing muon neutrinos.
Other main components of the target station are the hadron collector called magnetic horn,
which focuses the hadrons towards the far neutrino detector, and the decay tunnel, long
enough to allow the mesons to decay, but not as long as to allow for a significant amount
of the muons to decay.
In order to mitigate the detrimental effects of the very high power of the proton beam
hitting the target, EUROν [8, 9] has proposed a system with four targets and horns, sharing
the full beam power between the four. This system will be adopted here.
5.1 The Target
Each of the four targets will be hit by a 1.25 MW proton beam to produce the pions
needed for the neutrino beam production. Following the EUROν studies, a packed bed of
titanium spheres cooled with cold helium gas has become the baseline target design for a
Super Beam based on a 2–5 GeV proton beam with a power of up to ∼1 MW per target.
Classical monolithic solid targets are almost impossible for this application because of the
difficulty to provide efficient cooling.
There is a possible risk that the pulsed beam may generate vibrations of the spheres,
which could be transmitted to the packed bed container and beam windows and cause
degradation of the spheres where they are in contact with each other. This problem is
proposed to be studied in beam tests using the HiRadMat [27, 28] high intensity proton
irradiation facility at CERN.
A Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) will be used to measure the vibrations in the target
container wall with the aim to compare locations where the spheres are in contact with
the wall and where they are not. The LDV will also be used to directly study individual
spheres as the intense proton pulse interacts with them. The titanium spheres will be
contained in an open trough so that a fast camera can be used to view an open surface
of the packed bed and detect any movement of the spheres caused by stress induced by
the beam. A similar test experiment using tungsten powder has already been carried out
with promising results [29]. The continued studies will include computer simulations of
the vibration of the spheres and their possible degradation at the contact points as well as
further development of instrumentation.
The packed bed concept has been studied using Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
software tools. However, the flow regime is complex and it is necessary to carry out
prototype measurements in order to test the concept and gain confidence in the design.
An experimental program is planned using an induction heater power supply to generate
heating of the individual spheres. A short but representative length of the target proposed
will be produced for the tests. A well instrumented helium flow loop will be constructed
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to cool this target test piece. The individual target spheres and container walls will be
instrumented in order to measure both the effect of the heating and the cooling efficacy
and make comparisons with the CFD model.
5.2 The Horn and its Power Supply
The hadron collector, also called horn, is used to focus in the forward direction the charged
pions produced in the proton–target collisions. As the neutrinos created in the decay of the
pions tend to go in the same direction as the pions, a reasonably focused neutrino beam
is thereby produced. For the special case in which the target is placed inside the horn,
because of the relatively low energy protons, to maximize the pion collection efficiency, the
running conditions of the horn are particularly difficult.
The high pulse rate of 14 Hz, three times that in other current projects, and the higher
level of radiation produced by the very high intensity of the proton beam, ten times more
intense than what present proton drivers used to produce neutrino beams are providing,
also represent a considerable difficulty. These conditions could significantly reduce the
system lifetime, requiring particular studies and tests to be performed.
The horn current pulse generator is a sizable item which must be placed as close as
possible to the four horns to minimize the power dissipation in strip lines conducting the
current from the pulse generator to the horns. In the case of four accumulator rings and
four target–horn assemblies and a single pulse generator, it is important to avoid having to
pulse the horns simultaneously. The beams in the four accumulator rings should therefore
be ejected in sequence, after their simultaneous injection, with an equal time spacing of
17.9 ms ((1/14 Hz)/4), implying that the current pulse generator needs to be operated at
a frequency of 56 Hz.
A pulsed power supply able of providing the very high current (350 kA) to be circulated
inside the horn at the required pulse rate has not been produced so far. A first design of
such a power supply supposed to be operated at 50 Hz has been produced by the EUROν
studies demonstrating on paper that the construction is feasible [30].
As part of this project it is proposed the construction of a pulsed power supply proto-
type of one of the eight identical modules of the configuration proposed by EUROν. This
will allow tests of the characteristics of the system like power dissipation, current recovery
system and lifetime. The electrical properties of the horn are playing an important role for
the requirements of the power supply. It is also proposed to construct a horn prototype
with a shape optimized for the ESS proton beam, which will enable tests of the horn when
pulsed from the power supply, in particular studying the vibration levels, which limit the
horn lifetime, and the efficiency of the horn cooling system.
Fig. 3 displays the total number of neutrinos per m2 crossing a surface placed on–axis
at a distance of 100 km from the target station during 200 days (1.73 × 107 s). Table 2
presents the number of neutrinos corresponding to Fig. 3. The total contamination for
positive (negative) polarity coming from ν¯µ (νµ), ν¯e and νe is 2.1% (5.5%). This has been
obtained using the target and horn geometry shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 presents the neutrino energy distribution without focusing (no current in the
horn), with focusing using the horn and for a perfect focusing (i.e. all produced pions
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Table 2. Number of neutrinos per m2 crossing a surface placed on–axis at a distance of 100 km
from the target station during 200 days for 2.0 GeV protons and positive and negative horn current
polarities.
positive negative
Nν (×1010)/m2 % Nν (×1010)/m2 %
νµ 396 97.9 11 1.6
ν¯µ 6.6 1.6 206 94.5
νe 1.9 0.5 0.04 0.01
ν¯e 0.02 0.005 1.1 0.5
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Figure 3. Neutrino fluence as a function of energy at a distance of 100 km on–axis from the
target station, for 2.0 GeV protons and positive (left) and negative (right) horn current polarities,
respectively.
are directed towards the detector). The horn focusing allows to enhance the number of
neutrinos directed towards the detector by a factor 7.4.
6 Underground Detector Site
In the search for a suitable site for the large underground Water Cherenkov detector some
preliminary investigations have been made of the Northern Garpenberg mine at 540 km
NNW of the ESS site in Lund. The construction of the ore hoist shaft of this mine and the
nearby decline (descending transport tunnel) started in the 1960s. The current shaft depth
of 830 m was reached in 1994 and the depth of the decline (of cross section 5×6 m2), which
was 1000 m in 1998, has later been extended to 1230 m. In 2012 300000 tons (=110000 m3)
of ore was transported with trucks on the decline up to the shaft hoist at 830 m depth and
hoisted up to the ground level. The hoist, shaft and head–frame (hoist surface tower) will
no longer be used as from end of 2014. To preserve them will require their maintenance.
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Figure 5. Neutrino energy distribution without focusing (red, no current in the horn), with
focusing (blue) and for a perfect focusing (green), respectively, for 2.0 GeV protons and positive
current polarity.
The dominating limestone and dolomite rock in the 2 km broad and 10 km long
syncline of the Garpenberg mine, oriented in the north–east direction, is not suitable
for the excavation of the very large MEMPHYS type of detector caverns. However, the
syncline is surrounded by granite which is of sufficient strength and homogeneity to allow
the safe construction of large caverns. Bore holes have been drilled from the mine at 880 m
depth out to the granite zone and the mean value of the uniaxial compressive strength
of the granite bore core samples collected has been measured to be 206 MPa. The rock
stress at 880 m depth has previously been measured. The main component of the stress is
horizontal and directed to the north–west. Its magnitude is about 40 MPa. On our request
Garpen Mining Consultant Inc has evaluated the geological and geotechnical data of the
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surroundings of the Northen Garpenberg mine. The Consultant concludes that the data
are similar to those reported for the planned Pyha¨salmi [18] neutrino detector sites and
that the possibilities are good for the construction and installation of a MEMPHYS size
detector at the the Northen Garpenberg mine.
In order to make a full exploration of the conditions at the Garpenberg mine a series
of bore holes should be drilled from the bottom of the decline at 1230 m depth in different
directions in a sector from west to north. As already mentioned, recently ESS has started
a study of a design of the linac for a proton energy of 2.0 GeV, instead of as in the original
base line design 2.5 GeV. Our preliminary simulation results indicate that the performance
for CP violation discovery with a 2.0 GeV proton energy beam is somewhat better with the
base line 360 km of the Zinkgruvan mine, situated at the northern tip of lake Va¨ttern in
Sweden, than with the 540 km base line of the Garpenberg mine. A possible option would
be to accelerate the beam in the accumulator ring from 2.0 GeV to 2.5 GeV for which energy
the CP performance with these two baselines is about equivalent and somewhat better that
with 2.0 GeV proton energy and the 360 km baseline (see Fig. 10). However, in view of the
possibility that the proton energy will be 2.0 GeV, we intend to make preliminary studies
of the conditions for detector installation and operation also at the Zinkgruvan mine. One
significant difference is that there is no plan at Zinkgruvan, like at Garpeneberg, to free
a shaft and ore hoist that could be used to transport the detector–hall excavation rock
masses. At Zinkgruvan a second shaft with a hoist would therefore have to be constructed
for that purpose.
Once the proton beam energy has been definitely decided and the optimal baseline
has been obtained from refined simulations, the final choice between these two mines will
be made on the basis of the calculated optimal baseline, the geological parameters and
the existing mining infrastructures. The selected mine will then be studied in further
detail collecting geological and rock mechanics information at potential detector locations,
situated at 1000 m depth ( 3000 m water equivalent) and at least 500 m from locations
with active mining operations, by making core drillings, core logging, rock strength testing
and rock stress measurements of the surrounding rock.
Once a suitable location for the neutrino detector underground halls, which should have
a total volume of 6×105 m3, has been determined, a design of the geometry and construction
methods for the underground halls will be made based on the measured strength and stress
parameters of the rock. The technical part of this task will be subcontracted to a rock
engineering company. The task will include an estimation of the cost of the underground
hall excavation and reinforcement work.
As detector for the appearing electron nutrinos we propose to use a large water tank
Cherenkov detector. Although the MEMPHYS detector has been extensively studied by
LAGUNA, readjustments of the shape of the detector volumes will be made according to
the rock quality at the chosen location. The effect of these readjustments on the detector
efficiency will be evaluated and integrate in the whole physics performance evaluation of
the project.
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7 Physics Performance
An important parameter to be determined is the optimal neutrino beam baseline, given
the parameters of the achievable neutrino beam. The simulation software developed by
the EUROν project has already been used to make first evaluations of the potential for
leptonic CP violation and neutrino mass hierarchy discoveries. In particular, the fraction
of the full CP violation phase range within which CP violation and neutrino mass hierarchy
can be discovered, at different baselines, has been computed [15].
According to these first evaluations, for which 5% systematic error on the signal and
10% systematic error on the background were assumed, leptonic CP violation could be
discovered at 5 σ confidence level within at least 50% of the CP phase range for baselines
in the range 300-550 km with an optimum of about 58% of the phase range at a baseline
of about 420 km, already an excellent physics performance. According to the same first
evaluations, the neutrino mass hierarchy can be determined at more than 3 σ confidence
level for baselines in the range 300–500 km depending on the proton beam energy. In
addition, inclusion of data for atmospheric neutrino oscillations in the mass hierarchy
determination will certainly improve the physics reach of this project. For these first
evaluations, the target, horn and decay tunnel parameters, had not been optimized for the
ESS proton driver energy of 2.0 GeV.
The study and optimization of the physics performance will be continued using the
new input parameters resulting from the Super Beam component simulations and prototype
tests and improvements of the physics simulation software. After all optimizations of the
simulation analyses the overall expected performance of ESSνSB will be evaluated.
Most of the neutrinos derived from the 2.0 GeV proton beam will have energies in
the range 200–500 MeV. For such comparatively low energies the rate of inelastic events is
limited, implying that it is sufficient to measure only the outgoing charged lepton in the
event. Furthermore, the neutrino cross–section is lower than at higher energies, leading to
the requirement of a comparatively large target volume.
Till now the foreseen ESS linac proton energy has been and still is 2.5 GeV with
the possibility of a future upgrade to at least 3.0 GeV. Currently an initial running period
starting 2022 with 2.0 GeV protons is being discussed. In view of this we have simulated the
physics performance of ESSνSB for the proton energies 2.0 GeV, 2.5 GeV and 3.0 GeV. For
technical limitations, the proton energy inducing the most severe conditions is considered
(radiations, space charge effects, cooling etc.).
For ESSνSB the neutrino detector will be a Water Cherenkov detector with a fiducial
volume of 500 kt of the same type as the MEMPHYS detector [13] (Fig. 6) planned for the
Fre´jus site (with the CERN SPL as proton source for the neutrino beam). In comparison,
a liquid scintillator or a liquid argon detector (technologically challenging and significantly
more difficult to operate), are more expensive by unit volume but are needed for the
reconstruction of the inelastic events that are more frequently produced at significantly
higher energies than those foreseen at the ESS.
For the calculations presented below we have used the simulation tool GLoBES1[33, 34]
1A modified version of GLoBES, which includes a near detector and correlations between systematic
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Figure 6. The MEMPHYS Water Cherenkov detector (courtesy of Lombardi Engineering S.A.)
as could be installed in the Fre´jus tunnel. The total fiducial mass is 500 kton consisting of two
cylindrical modules of 103 m high and 65 m diameter and with 2×100000 12” photomultipliers
mounted on the walls, providing 30% geometrical coverage.
elaborated for the MEMPHYS detector with the CERN SPL as neutrino source. For the
neutrino flux calculation, the proton energy has been set to 2.0 GeV and the protons on
the target to 2.7× 1023 per year. For any other energy a constant proton power 5 MW has
been assumed.
The large Water Cherenkov detector can also be used, concurrently, for astroparticle
physics and proton lifetime measurements. During their explosion, supernovae emit a
considerable amount of neutrinos. The modelling of the explosion mechanism has been
studied for more than 30 years [35]. The detection of the emitted neutrinos could help to
understand this mechanism. Moreover, a galactic supernova explosion will be the occasion
to explore the neutrino properties at distance scales of the order of 1017 km and time
scales of about 105 years. It is believed that core–collapse supernovae have been occurring
throughout the universe since the formation of stars. There should be a diffuse background
existing of neutrinos originating from these cataclysmic cosmological events. The detection
of these relic neutrinos [36] would give information about the history of star formation. The
proposed neutrino detector for the ESS neutrino Super Beam facility will have a detection
threshold lower than 10 MeV and could detect neutrinos coming from supernova explosions
provided that the detector is located sufficiently deeply underground to be protected from
cosmic rays. This is one of the reasons why the proposed detector location will be 1000 m
underground. The large fiducial mass of the detector of ∼500 kt will make possible the
detection of about 5×104 events from galactic stellar collapses during ten years of operation.
Proton decay is not allowed by the Standard Model. On the other hand, Grand
Unified Theories predict proton decay. Its discovery would reveal the existence of a more
errors affecting different channels, has been used for all the results presented in this work. For details on
the χ2 and systematics implementation, see [31].
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fundamental theory beyond the Standard Model. The present lifetime lower limit for the
decay p→ pi0e+ is 5× 1033 yrs. This limit was set by Super–Kamiokande experiment [37]
employing the same Water Cherenkov detector technique but with a detector volume 20
times smaller than that proposed for the Super Beam. The Super Beam detector would be
able to reach a proton lifetime limit of 1035 yrs in ten years running.
7.1 Optimization of the Baseline
In order to evaluate numerically the discovery potential of leptonic CP violation for differ-
ent baselines L and for different values of with the leptonic Dirac CP–violating phase δCP ,
GLoBES has been used to simulate the neutrino oscillations and the detection of the neu-
trinos in the MEMPHYS detector, varying L. The parameter values used in the GLoBES
calculation are: ∆m221 = 7.5×10−5 eV2, ∆m231 = 2.47×10−3 eV2, θ21 = 0.58, θ13 = 0.15
and θ23 = 0.70. These values roughly correspond to the global fit of [38]. The neutrino
mass hierarchy is not assumed to be known.
These parameters are included in the fit assuming a prior knowledge with an accuracy
of 3% for θ12, 0.02 for sin
2 2θ23, 4% for ∆m
2
31 and 3% for ∆m
2
12 at 1 σ level. The error
in sin2 2θ13 has been set to 0.005, which corresponds to the expected precision limit of the
Daya Bay experiment. All other systematics are described in [31] (Table 2 “default” case).
The detector performance in terms of efficiencies, backgrounds and event migration
follows the analysis of [14]. The data collection period assumed is two years of neutrino
running plus eight years of antineutrino running in order to detect in the far detector about
the same total number of the two kinds of neutrinos. Fig. 7 shows the electron and anti–
electron neutrino spectra as detected by the far detector for a baseline of 540 km, which
is near the second oscillation maximum (δCP = 0). Also shown are the contributions from
various background sources. The neutrino mean energy of the detected electron neutrinos
is approximately 350 MeV with a large FWHM of about 300 MeV and a tail towards higher
energies. Table 3 gives the number of all neutrino sources.
Table 3. Number of neutrinos for two plus eight years running with neutrinos and anti–neutrinos
respectively (Fig. 7).
experiment νe (ν¯e) νµ (ν¯µ) νe ν¯e NC ν¯µ(νµ)→ ν¯e(νe)
configuration signal miss–ID beam beam back.
360 km positive 303.3 10.7 70.8 0.08 29.2 1.4
negative 246.1 6.1 2.4 50.6 17.4 13.3
540 km positive 196.7 4.6 33.3 0.04 13.7 0.9
negative 162.9 2.8 1.1 23.5 8.2 7.8
7.1.1 CP Violation
The GLoBES code has been used to calculate the number of detected electron neutrinos and
anti–neutrinos for values of δCP ranging from -180 to 180 degrees and for different baselines
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Figure 7. Energy distributions of the detected electron neutrinos (positive) and anti–neutrinos
(negative) including background contribution as reconstructed by MEMPHYS detector for two
years of neutrino running (left) plus eight years of antineutrino running (right) and a baseline of
540 km (2.0 GeV protons, δCP = 0).
L and proton energies. For fixed baseline L and for each value of δCP the number of events
was generated and the χ2 was computed for δCP = 0 and δCP = pi in the two neutrino
mass hierarchy orderings, marginalized over all other oscillation parameters within their
corresponding priors. The smallest of these four values (the best fit to a CP conserving
value) was recorded. The square root of this number provides the significance in terms of
standard deviations σ with which CP violation could be discovered for 2.0 GeV protons.
This calculation was carried out for a series of different baselines varying from 200 km to
800 km.
For all performance results reported below the systematic errors recommended in [31]
have been used and implemented for the snowmass 2013 process [32] neutrino studies.
These systematic errors are more conservative than those assumed in the first performance
evaluation (5%/10% systematic error for the signal/background) reported in [15]. The
choice to present the more conservative results obtained under the systematic error as-
sumptions of [31] has been done in the interest of enabling a comparison of these results
with those of other experimental proposals using the same performance evaluation tools.
These calculations also include the simulation of a near detector as specified in [31]. Fur-
thermore, for the results presented below, the neutrino target parameters (horn current,
target position in the horn and the length and diameter of the decay tunnel), optimized
for the 4.5 GeV proton energy of SPL, have so far only partially been re–optimized for the
ESS 2.0 GeV energy.
In Fig. 8 is shown the significance in terms of number of standard deviations σ with
which CP violation could be discovered as a function of the value of δCP from -180
◦ to
180◦. The different curves represent different distances L. The two horizontal lines have
been drawn at the significance levels 3 σ and 5 σ. It is seen that the best performance is
obtained for L ∼ 400− 500 km.
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Figure 8. The significance in terms of number of standard deviations σ with which CP violation
could be discovered for δCP -values from -180
◦ to 180◦ and for different baselines L (2.0 GeV
protons).
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Figure 9. The significance in terms of number of standard deviations σ with which CP violation
can be discovered as function of the fraction of the full δCP range for different baselines L (2.0 GeV
protons).
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In Fig. 9 is shown the significance in terms of number of standard deviations σ with
which CP violation could be discovered as function of the fraction of the full δCP range
from -180◦ to 180◦ for which this discovery is possible. As already noted above, the best
performance is obtained for a baseline of the order of 300 km to 500 km where about 40%
of δCP range is covered with 5 σ significance.
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Figure 10. The fraction of the full δCP range for which CP violation could be discovered as function
of the baseline. The lower (upper) curve is for CP violation discovery at 5 σ (3 σ) significance.
Fig. 10 presents the fraction of the full δCP range (-180
◦ to 180◦) within which CP
violation can be discovered as function of the baseline in km and for proton energies from
2.0 GeV to 3.0 GeV. According to the results of these calculations the fraction of the full
δCP range within which CP violation can be discovered at 5 σ (3 σ) significance is above
40% (67%) in the range of baselines from 300 km to 550 km and has the maximum value
of 50% (74%) at around 500 km for 3.0 GeV.
Finally, Fig. 11 (snowmass 2013 process [32]), which is of the same kind as Fig. 9, shows
a comparison, for unknown mass hierarchy, of the ESSνSB performance for a baseline of
540 km and two proton energies (2.0 GeV and 3.0 GeV), with the performance of other
proposed facilities. Only the much more advanced and costlier [39] low energy Neutrino
Factory (IDS-NF) would perform better than the ESS Neutrino Super Beam. The main
parameters used for all facilities are summarized in Table 4 while the considered systematic
errors are those reported in [31] (for ESSνSB see SB in Table 2 “default” case). As already
said, the more optimistic systematic errors of signal/background of 5%/10% have been used
in [15] for ESSνSB, where the CP violation coverage can go up to 59% (78%) at 5 σ (3 σ).
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Efforts are currently done to find ways to reduce the systematic errors (and demonstrate
that “optimistic” case of Table 2 in [31] is reachable) using a high performance near
detector and the possibility to measure the relevant electron neutrino cross–sections using
this near detector and νe and ν¯e (contamination) contained in the ESSνSB neutrino beam
(see Table 2). These cross-sections could also be measured by νSTORM [40].
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Figure 11. The significance in terms of number of standard deviations σ with which CP violation
can be discovered as function of the fraction of the full δCP range for different proposed experiments.
For ESSνSB the two baselines of 360 km and 540 km and two proton energies (2.0 GeV on left and
3.0 GeV on right) are shown. “2020” considers 3+3 years of NOvA, and 5 years only for neutrinos
in T2K (at its nominal luminosity, 0.75 MW); “2025” considers 5+5 years of NOvA, and 5+5 years
for T2K. The detector simulation details for T2K follow [41], while for NOvA see [42, 43].
Table 4. Conditions under which Fig. 11 has been prepared.
detector dist. power proton driver years
vol. (kt)/type (km) (MW) energy (GeV) ν/ν¯
ESSνSB-360 500/WC 360 5 2.0/3.0 2/8
ESSνSB-540 500/WC 560 5 2.0/3.0 2/8
Hyper-K [31, 44, 45] 560/WC 295 0.75 30 3/7
LBNE-10 [46–48] 10/LAr 1290 0.72 120 5/5
LBNE-PX 34/LAr 1290 2.2 120 5/5
LBNO-EoI [49] 20/LAr 2300 0.7 400 5/5
IDS-NF [50, 51] 100/MIND 2000 4 10∗ 10∗∗
NuMAX [52, 53] 10/LAr (magnetized) 1300 1 5∗ 5/5
∗Muon beam energy, relevant for IDS–NF (Low Energy Neutrino Factory) and NuMax.
∗∗IDS-NF is supposed to use at the same time muons and anti–muons.
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7.1.2 Precision on the Leptonic Dirac CP–Violating Phase
After discovering leptonic CP violation (i.e δCP 6= 0◦, 180◦) the next goal will be to
measure δCP (now the only remaining unmeasured PMNS mixing matrix parameter) as
precisely as possible. The precision that can be reached in this measurement represents
an additional discriminating criterion among the experimental options. Fig. 12 presents
the precision on δCP (∆δCP ) versus δCP . From this figure one can observe that going to
higher proton energies the precision on δCP significantly improves in the regions ±45◦ to
±135◦ but has only little variation around 0◦ or 180◦, which are the values that are critical
for CP violation discovery. For 2.0 GeV proton energy, the best baseline for CP violation
discovery is for distances from 300 km to 550 km.
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Figure 12. The expected 1 σ error in δCP , ∆δCP , versus δCP for various proton energies and
baselines for the ESS Neutrino Super Beam.
Fig. 13 [32] presents a comparison with other projects of the fraction of the full δCP
range covered for which an error ∆δCP or better could be achieved. Here also it can be
seen that only the Neutrino Factory would have a better performance than ESSνSB.
7.2 Mass Hierarchy
To investigate the significance with which the neutrino mass hierarchy can be determined
the analysis was carried out for a series of δCP values between -180
◦ and 180◦ assuming
a true normal hierarchy and evaluating the χ2 that would be obtained for the inverted
hierarchy. The results for the opposite choice of true hierarchy are very similar. The result
is shown in Fig. 14. According to these results the mass hierarchy may be determined at 3 σ
significance (with the assumption that nσ =
√
χ2 [54]) within a large part of the full δCP
range for baselines 360 km and 540 km (for 3.0 GeV) but to reach 5 σ significance the
proton energy has to exceed 3.0 GeV. However, if combining these Super Beam neutrino
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Figure 13. Fraction of the full δCP range for which an error ∆δCP (at 1 σ, 1 d.o.f. ) or better
could be achieved. For ESSνSB the two baselines of 360 km and 540 km and two proton energies
(2.0 GeV on left and 3.0 GeV on right) have been used.
measurements with the atmospheric neutrino measurements that can be made concurrently
with the same detector [55], it should be possible - owing to the very large volume of the
MEMPHYS detector - to obtain results for the mass hierarchy of higher significance than
shown in Fig. 14. As there are reasons to believe that the mass hierarchy ambiguity will
be resolved by then (see for example [56–64]), if any compromise has to be done during
this optimization phase, CP violation discovery will be privileged.
8 Available Mines
In order to protect the large neutrino detector from the cosmic ray background, the far
detector needs to be located underground at a level of about 1000 m. This is important in
order to be able to carry out what will be the full research program of a MEMPHYS detector
which comprises, in addition to measurements of Super Beam neutrinos, measurements of
proton decay, atmospheric neutrinos, supernovae neutrinos and geoneutrinos. The total
volume of the detector, including the surrounding cosmic–muon veto detector, used for the
present calculations is of the order of 6.5 × 105 m3. The excavation and lining of such a
volume in the rock at 1000 m depth level will require the use of a large hoist shaft and a
decline down to this level. Such infrastructure is normally available in mines. In Section 6
the two active mines which, according to our current simulations, are closest to the optimal
distance from ESS in Lund, Garpenberg and Zinkgruvan, have already been described .
Fig. 15 shows the position in Sweden, the distance (km) from the ESS site in Lund and
the depth (m) of these two mines together with several other mines that are (or could be
made) deeper than 1000 m.
Among these other mines the closest inactive mine is Sta¨llberg, which is 1050 m deep
and situated 490 km from Lund. The exploitation of this mine ceased only about 35 years
ago but its infrastructure could possibly be reactivated. However, it is considered that
it is an advantage for the installation and operation of the neutrino detector if the host
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Figure 14. The significance in terms of σ of the determination of the neutrino mass hierarchy as
function of the fraction of the full δCP range from -180
◦ to 180◦ (atmospheric neutrino data are
not included).
mine is an active mine with all its infrastructures in an operational state. Another, even
nearer underground site is offered by the Oskarhamn nuclear waste depository site, which is
situated at a distance of 260 km. This depository is only 500 m deep, but can be extended
down to below 1000 m. There are more active and inactive mines further north in Sweden.
Among the active mines there are Renstro¨m 1240 m deep and Kristineberg 1350 m deep,
both at 1090 km from Lund. The Pyha¨salmi mine in Finland, which has been studied as
detector site for a long baseline beam from the SPS accelerator at CERN, is 1440 m deep
and situated 1140 km from Lund. It is clear, however, that these more northern mines are
too far from ESS in Lund to be of primary interest for the ESS neutrino beam project.
9 Summary and Conclusions
The currently planned and approved European Spallation Source linac will start delivering
protons in 2019. Providing it with an extra H− source, an additional 5 MW radiofrequency
power source, an accumulator ring, a neutrino target with horn and a decay tunnel, would
make possible the production of a neutrino beam of about 300 MeV mean energy derived
from 2.7×1023, 2.0 GeV protons on target per year in concurrent operation with spallation
neutron production. The investment cost for upgrading the ESS linac to produce an extra
5 MW beam is significantly lower than the cost to build a new separate proton driver of
the same power.
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Figure 15. Location of the ESS site and the sites of several deep (> 1000 m) underground mines.
The distance (L) from ESS–Lund and the depth (D) of each mine is indicated below the name of
the mine.
Such a neutrino beam has the potential to become, during the next decade, the most
intense neutrino beam in Europe and maybe also in the world. The present preliminary
study is based on Monte Carlo simulation of the generation and νµ → νe oscillation of an
initially almost pure νµ beam produced with the use of the ESS proton linac and of the
detection of νe using a very large Water Cherenkov detector of the MEMPHYS type. In
this study has been determined the range in which the Dirac CP violating phase δCP in
the lepton sector could be discovered. The preferred range of distances from the neutrino
source to the detector site, within which a comparatively high potential for CP violation
discovery is found, is between 300 km and 550 km. The results indicate that with eight years
of data taking with an anti–neutrino beam and two years with a neutrino beam up to 50%
(74%) of the total CP violation δCP phase range could be covered at 5 σ (3 σ) level at the
optimal baseline of around 500 km (for these results systematic errors compatible with the
snowmass 2013 process assumptions have been considered). This coverage, for the EUROν–
like studies where 5%/10% systematic errors have been considered for signal/background,
go up to 59% (78%) at 5 σ (3 σ) confidence level. With the same baseline, the neutrino
mass hierarchy could be determined at more than 3 σ level over most of the total δCP phase
range without extra optimization and without taking into account atmospheric neutrinos
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that would improve significantly this performance.
There are several underground mines with a depth of more than 1000 m, which could
be used to facilitate the creation of the underground site for the neutrino detector and
which are situated within or near the optimal baseline range. Further optimization of
the systematic uncertainties and, e.g., of the target station parameters and also of the
detector design, are planned to improve on the sensitivity of the measurements of leptonic
CP violation and to progress further with the determination of the optimal baseline.
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